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Welcome and
congratulations
You have a place. Congratulations! You
will soon be part of a club of people who
can proudly say they have run the London
Marathon. Since 1981, over 700,000 people
have completed the London Marathon. You
may run with a rhino, be overtaken by Elvis
or beat a celebrity. Whatever happens, it will
be a lasting memory.
Now you have to put in the hard work and
commitment until race day. It’s said that
the training is the hard part and the race is
enjoyable. Well, sort of!
This guide will help you to plan your
approach, understand what you need and
get ready for one of the best experiences
you are likely to have. Most marathon
runners have a story about their motivation,
their goals and their adversity. Do you
already have one or perhaps this is the start
of your story?

About
Personal Touch Fitness: bringing health and fitness to life
Design > Plan > Install > Advise > Operate > Manage
Personal Touch Fitness specialises in
tailored, premium quality corporate health,
fitness and well-being solutions.
Our experience and expertise enables us to
offer a first-class customer service and your
employees with an exceptional health and
fitness experience. Whatever your company’s
requirements or budget we can create gyms,
provide inspirational classes or where space
is limited offer well-being assessments. We
work with you to deliver a solution to exceed
you expectations.
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Personal Touch Fitness has developed this
guide using their expertise and experience.
There are potential health risks with any
form of physical activity and you are advised
to seek medical advice from your GP prior
to commencing. We accept no liability from
any resulting injuries or health issues.
www.personaltouchfitness.co.uk
0844 344 0034
enquiries@personaltouchfitness.co.uk
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Kit
The correct kit for running is important. Make sure you have the right clothing, footwear
and accessories to make your training as safe and comfortable as possible. Remember that
training will be during the winter so you may be running at night or in adverse weather.
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a) 	Be safe and wear high-visibility or
reflective clothing – especially for
training in the dark.
b)	Wear clothing that will keep you
warm – thin layers are more effective
and comfortable than one thick one.
c)	Purchase clothing that has wicking
properties – so it removes moisture from
your body whether it is sweat or rain!
Wet kit can cause painful chaffing.
d)	Ensure you have a light shower proof
jacket to wear if it is raining. The pockets
will be handy too.
e)	Purchase a running beanie or hat and
running gloves (similar to glove liners).
These will protect your extremities in
cold or windy conditions. Items like
these are designed for running and can
be easily taken-off and stored in your
pocket.
f)	Buy your running shoes from a specialist
running shop. They’ll advise you on the
correct type of trainers. They will watch
your running style and gait and offer
types of shoe to minimise injury, and to
offer greatest comfort and ideal support.
Break-in new trainers gradually with
shorter runs.
g)	It is ideal to have two pairs of training
shoes and alternate them between runs.
The cushioning in trainers takes time to
completely recover so this will increase
the longevity and protection for you and
the shoes.
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h)	Replace training shoes every 300 to 500
miles depending on the surfaces you run
most on. Your running shoes lose shock
absorption, cushioning and stability
over time. Don’t look at the tread to
know when the cushioning goes first.
Continuing to run in worn-out running
shoes increases the stress and impact
on your legs and joints, which can lead
to overuse injuries. Replacing your shoes
regularly can prevent those types of
injuries. This is a good reason to keep a
training log (see page 11).
i)	Race day kit – when you approach
race day, do some of your long training
runs in your race day kit to ensure it is
comfortable and fit for purpose. Don’t
wear new kit on race day.

All runners have their own
preferences for what works and
what doesn’t but consider using
these accessories:
•a
 small water bottle you can bin
when finished might be preferred
to a reusable one
•b
 um bag/waist pack – these
are useful for keys, energy gels,
travelcard, phone, money etc
• iPhone/GPS/Heart Rate Monitor/
iPod – these can all aid training
and help you to understand and
improve your performance.
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Diet and stretching
If you normally have a healthy balanced diet you should not need to change it much for
marathon training. Vitamin tablets and supplements are not necessary for most runners
either. These should be provided from your food.

Pre-run
To get the optimum performance from a
training run it is important to eat a light
meal or snack about two hours beforehand.
Eating immediately before running may give
cramps or running on an empty stomach
may cause you to run out of energy. Choose
a carbohydrate-based food and avoid too
much protein, fat or fibre.

Post-run
After running, especially a long run,
replenish energy as quickly as possible.
Studies show that if you eat soon after your
runs (within 30 minutes) you can reduce
muscle stiffness and soreness. Aim to eat
healthy carbohydrates and protein in a ratio
of about 3:1.

Long runs
When you get to the training runs over half
marathon distance or over two hours, you
should approach your nutrition differently.
You should aim to eat around 100 calories for
each hour of running to replace lost energy.
Carry a snack or energy gel with you to
consume as you run. You could also consider
a sports drink to replace lost salt from
sweating. Practice drinking sports drinks and
water when training to help you on race day.

Hydration
Keeping the body well hydrated at all times
improves performance. This is important for
runners and you should ensure you consume
enough fluid (ideally water) before, during
and after exercise. Drink little and often.
When running for less than 45-60 minutes it
is not necessary to carry water with you. For
longer runs, consume around 300-500ml
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of water each hour. Don’t drink too much,
as this can be uncomfortable when running
and ultimately dangerous. Take two or three
sips at a time while running and only aim to
consume 500ml per 30 minutes after running.
It may be useful to keep a diary of what
food works and what doesn’t as each runner
is different. This will enable you to determine
the best breakfast before a long run, how to
refuel and rehydrate during a run and plan
towards marathon day.

Stretching
Stretching reduces pain and the
likelihood of injury. Both of these could
stop you from being on the start line on
marathon day.
Never stretch before a run. If you
want to stretch early, run or jog for
5–10 minutes and then stretch.
Stretching is more important following
a run to aid muscle recovery. You should
stretch until you feel a little tightness
or discomfort but never pain. Hold
stretches for at least 30 seconds and no
more than 60 seconds.
You should target all major leg muscle
groups: calves, hamstrings, quadriceps,
groin, hip flexors. Perform each stretch
uniformly on one leg and then the other.
Don’t bounce or overstretch as this may
cause additional damage.
Alternatives to stretching may be to join
a yoga or Pilates class.
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Training plans
Training plans should be tailored for the
individual concerned, but these plans
will offer you a guide. It is important to
start gradually from your existing base –
increasing weekly mileage suddenly will
risk injury. Go for some runs with more
experienced runners to get advice on what
you should be doing. If you feel excessively
tired during your training, take an extra rest
day to recover. Sometimes less is more if
you have been training hard as this allows
your muscles to recover.
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Typically, training plans cover a 12 to 14 week
period. If you have longer than this before
the marathon concentrate on building a
fitness and running base by starting to run
on a regular basis. Having extra weeks will
help your training as you may have a week or
two of illness, injury or just a lack of time to
train. Don’t feel as though it is do or die and
you must complete every run. Listen to how
your legs and body feel. Remember, you will
naturally feel tired as these training plans push
you to reach new marathon fitness levels.
Which one will suit you?
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Beginner ‘Get you around’ plan
This is time-based rather than by pace as this will vary from person to person. It is for
those unfamiliar with running. It will train you to run for long periods without having to
stop and walk.
Times are in minutes (m) and hours (hr). Try to reduce the amount of walking as quickly as
you can comfortably do. For the fast runs, ensure you use the time to warm-up at the start
and warm down at the end. You can adapt the order of runs or rest days to suit but try to
avoid doing too much on successive days.
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

Week 1

20m
run/walk

Rest

40m
run/walk

Rest

30m
run/walk

Rest

40m
run/walk

Week 2

30m
run/walk

Rest

40m easy

Rest

25m easy

Rest

15m easy

Week 3

30m easy

Rest

45m easy

Rest

30m easy

Rest

1hr run/walk

Week 4

40m easy

Rest

50m easy

Rest

40m incl.
10x2m fast

Rest/jog

1 1/4hr easy

Week 5

30m easy

Rest

1hr easy

Rest

40m incl.
6x2m fast

Rest/jog

1 1/2hr very
easy (try to
complete
10 miles

Week 6

30m easy

Rest

1hr easy

20m easy

45m easy

Rest

10km race
or 1hr easy

Week 7

30m easy

1hr easy

Rest

40m incl.
20m fast

Rest

30m easy

1 3/4hr easy

Week 8

40m easy

Rest

70m easy

Rest

50min incl.
5x3m fast

Rest

2hr easy

Week 9

20m easy

40m incl.
15x90sec
fast

Rest

80m easy

Rest

30m faster

2 1/4hr very
easy

Week 10

30m jog

40m easy

1hr steady

Rest

30m easy

Rest

2 1/2hr or
3hr run/walk

Week 11

Rest

40m incl.
4x5 fast

75m easy

Rest

30m easy

Rest/jog

Half
marathon

Week 12

Rest

45m easy

1 1/2hr very
easy

Rest

40m easy

Rest

2hr easy

Week 13

Rest

30m easy

1hr easy

Rest

1hr easy

Rest

10km race
or 1 1/2hr easy

Week 14

Rest

Rest

40m easy

30m marathon
pace

Rest

Walk/jog

MARATHON
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Intermediate plan
This is for runners who already regularly run more than 10 miles per week. It will help you
achieve a marathon time between 3 and 4 hours. It is for those who have run 10k before or
maybe even a half marathon. You are prepared to put in the effort to get a good result in
the marathon.
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

Week 1

Rest

25m easy

2x10m intervals
2m recoveries

30m easy and
30m cross train

Rest

15m hills

1 1/4hr long run

Week 2

30m stretch
or Yoga

25m easy

30m easy

40m cross
training

Rest

4x6m intervals
5m recoveries

1 1/2hr long run

Week 3

Rest

30m easy

2x15m intervals 20m easy and
5m recoveries
40m cross train

Rest

20m hills

1 3/4hr long run

Week 4

Rest

40m easy

25m hills

40m easy

Rest

30m hills

2hr long run

Week 5

Rest

30m easy

Rest

30m easy

Rest

20m easy 30m
stretch/Yoga

1hr long run

Week 6

Rest

25m easy

25m fast

20m easy and Rest
40m cross train

4x6m intervals
2m recoveries

2 1/2hr long run

Week 7

Rest

30m easy

30m fast

1hr cross
training

Rest

4x5m intervals
2m recoveries

2 3/4hr long run

Week 8

Rest

1hr cross
training

2x20m intervals
3m recoveries

25m easy

Rest

40m hills

2 1/2hr long run

Week 9

Rest

30m cross
training

2x10m intervals Rest
3m recoveries

40m easy

Rest

Half marathon

Week 10

Rest

1hr cross
training

40m easy

2x20m intervals Rest
3m recoveries

20m easy

1 3/4hr marathon
pace

Week 11

Rest

1hr cross
training

1hr marathon
pace

30m easy

Rest

30m fast

3hr long run
inc last 30m at
marathon pace

Week 12

Rest

1hr cross
training

2x10m intervals
3m recoveries

30m easy

Rest

30m marathon
pace

1hr easy
long run

Week 13

Rest

30m easy

2x10m intervals Rest
3m recoveries

25m marathon
pace

Rest 30m
stretch/Yoga

1hr easy
long run

Week 14

Rest

25m easy

Rest

Rest

15m easy

MARATHON

20m easy inc
5x30sec int

Advanced plan
For advanced runners, aiming for less than 3 hours, you will need to have been running
seriously for a number of years and average more than 25 miles per week. You will have
experience of long distance running and races and will be looking to improve your time.
Training plans at this level are very individual. At this level, get advice from local running
clubs and research marathon training to find the best approach. Use the running rules on
pages 8–10 to develop a training plan, as it is the complexity as well as the mileage that will
make a difference to your marathon time.

Marathon training guide
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Running rules
Whether you are new to running or have been running for some time, the following are
the Personal Touch Fitness six golden rules to get the best race results. Follow them once
you are confident about running and have a good level of fitness.

Rule 1: Weekly mileage goals
Rule 2: One long run – getting longer each week towards your race distance
Rule 3: Include one interval session
Rule 4: Include one hill run
Rule 5: Include one cross training or stretching session
Rule 6: Take it easy in the two weeks before the race with only light runs

Rule 1: Weekly mileage goals

sure you include rest days in your plan. It is
advisable to have a rest day before you do the
Build up to run a total mileage at least
between 1 and 1.5 times the race distance each longest run of the week.
week. But not in the first week! That is likely to
Rule 2: One long run – getting longer
increase your injury risk.

each week towards your race distance

Your total mileage depends how much you are
running already. Don’t make sudden changes
to your training programme. Increase your
weekly mileage by around 10% each week –
even if it seems relatively easy.

One longer run each week is vital for your
race preparation. This builds up endurance. It
teaches your body about conserving energy
and increases your confidence for completing
the race distance.

Start to understand distance and pace if you
already run several times per week. There are
many tools available to do this such as apps,
websites and even an old-fashioned map!

Plan what works best for you. Many runners
schedule long runs around their daily life by
running to/from work, running home after
visiting friends or even using it as a chance to
get out and explore! Use a website or app to
help plan an enjoyable and ideally traffic-free
route. Visit the Personal Touch Fitness website
for a review of RunKeeper for the iPhone –
www.personaltouchfitness.co.uk.
Follow these tips:

Always seek medical advice prior to
commencing a training plan. Remember this
is only a guide and you should listen to your
body and adapt plans to suit abilities.
Eventually, when you are confident about
completing the race distance, your weekly
plan will include three or four very long runs
to prepare you for race distance. Your plan
increases mileage each week. Ideally include
a variety of a long run, an easy or recovery
run, an interval session and a hill run. Make
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1. 	Have a gentle run or day off the day before
your long run.
2. 	Plan to eat slow releasing, good
carbohydrates the day before but don’t eat
more than normal. Leave about two hours
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after eating to start your run, and plan
what you are going to eat directly after
your run. You have a two hour window to
replenish the body with a healthy meal to
optimise recovery.
3.	Consider taking water and a glucose gel if
you are running for more than 60 minutes.
4.	Charge your iPod in advance (we
recommend playing music at a low
volume level if running on roads or busy
outdoor areas).
5.	Wear appropriate high-visibility clothes –
make sure you cover up on cold days.
6.	Don’t be afraid to adapt your run – take
one-minute walk breaks or even shorten
your run if you need to.
7.	Have a rest day or gentle recovery run the
following day.

Rule 3: Include one interval session
Interval runs or speed sessions increase your
ability to run at higher speeds for longer,
by improving how your body uses oxygen.
Complete a high intensity run once a week
and your body will become more comfortable
running at a faster pace.
Intervals involve fixed time, 80–90% intensity
bursts with controlled slow jog recoveries.
Approach them carefully and only when you
are confident about the race distance but
want to improve your times. Listen to your
body and stop immediately if you feel any
discomfort, tweaks or strains – these sessions
are the most likely to cause injury if you
push too hard.
Start by running at high intensity for a oneminute burst with a one minute jog recovery.
As you improve, increase the length of the
high intensity element up to four or five
minutes. Work on bringing your heart rate
down with a slow jog as quickly as possible
after each burst.

Marathon training guide

Rule 4: Include one hill run
They are a fabulous way of combining
different elements of your training into one
run. Different exertion levels, gradients, hill
lengths and inevitable downhill sections give
your ankles, knees and hips a greater ability to
deal with the duress of training for race day.
Don’t look for the steepest hill and sprint up.
You are not training to be a mountain goat!
Look for a mixture of steady gradients.
Even the flattest areas of London have
enough inclines and declines to add variety
to your run.
Look forward to the sense of achievement at
the top and the exhilaration of the downhill.
Try to maintain your cadence (step speed)
uphill by shortening your stride length. Be
careful on the downhill not to increase your
stride length and maintain muscle control
to minimise injury risk. Next time, you could
consider a race with gradients.

Rule 5: Include one cross training
or stretching session
The key to a successful race is to minimise the
injury risk when training. Include an alternative
workout or stretching session in your weekly
training plan. The variety will aid your recovery
and build core strength. Both of these will
help you in the later stages of the race.
Here are some alternatives to running:
• yoga
• pilates
• cross trainer
• bike
• any fitness class
• stretching
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Listen to your body. During your training it is
normal to feel more tired. An optimal training
plan should leave your leg muscles aching
but not painful. Maintain consistency in your
training but don’t force yourself to stick to
a plan. Be flexible and don’t worry if you
miss a day of training. If you do one of the
alternatives from our suggestions don’t push
too hard but rather see it as a means to use
some different muscles and introduce fun and
variety to your training.
If you suffer an injury, do give it plenty of rest
to recover. If you are in any doubt make sure
you seek medical advice before continuing.

Rule 6: Take it easy in the two weeks
before the race with only light runs
You have now managed to follow a training
plan, put in the miles and it is now two
weeks before the race – well done! You have
achieved the hardest part of running a race.
Now your final preparation prior to the start
will make a difference to your performance.

This time is all about recovery from
training, repairing any muscle damage and
stockpiling energy.
In the week before the race, start to prepare
your body – clear your diary of social events
or late nights the week before and aim to get
a good night’s sleep every night. Two days
before the start, increase the ratio of complex
carbohydrates to protein in your diet. Foods
such as porridge, rice and pasta are ideal.
Avoid alcohol and drink lots of water.
Prepare your gear the night before. Read the
Virgin London Marathon Race Programme
and the guidelines about where and when you
need to be there. Check the news for travel
and weather information so you know the
conditions in advance.
Lastly, enjoy the day. Arrange viewing points
on the run for your friends and family to
support you. Good luck and save enough
energy for a big finish!

This part is all about tapering your training up
to race day. After training to be in optimum
race condition, this period may feel strange.
There are no more long runs but don’t stop
altogether. Stay sharp by planning to do light
intensity or race pace runs at shorter distances.

Marathon training guide
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Training log and tips to
keep you going
Training log
Keep a training log to understand your
progress. This should include these areas:
• Mileage per day/week
• Other exercise
• Diet (good and bad!)
•C
 omments to capture how you feel,
weather, injury or other useful information.

Tips to keep you going
• Enjoy yourself!
• Don’t be tempted to do too much
•D
 on’t increase your mileage too soon
and too much
• Run with others for motivation
• Join a running club
• If you are ill, don’t run
• It is OK to miss a run – use the plan
but be flexible to suit your lifestyle
•B
 e inventive for new routes, explore
your area, run home from work or get
dropped off early and run the difference
• Get a massage
•S
 ee a physiotherapist if injured. A
good physiotherapist will understand
your injury and provide advice for
training and stretching to help you get
through to the marathon day
• Keep hydrated

© Personal Touch Fitness

Websites/books/magazines
Magazines like Runners World and
their attached websites can give extra
training advice and tips. They also have
a forum to allow you to share your
experiences with like-minded runners.

•W
 atch your diet. Don’t think you can
eat anything because you are running
often, but occasional treats for
completing a personal goal are good
for motivation
•L
 et someone know where you are
going before you go for a run
•T
 ake care when running. Respect
traffic rules, pedestrians and cyclists.
Be visible to help avoid an accident.

Websites such as Amazon are worth
looking at for books about running. Read
the reviews to get an idea of content.
There are also tips available on websites
and apps as well as runners to follow
on Twitter.

Marathon training guide
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Preparation for race day
Before race day
Iron the letters that The Children’s Society
will provide on to your T-shirt. This is so all
the supporters know who you are and you
can cheer on. It makes an amazing difference.
Don’t be tempted by last minute training
runs. At this stage, it will make no difference
and may hamper your race. Follow our
guidance for tapering down in the few
weeks leading up to the race. The longest
(and probably hardest) training runs will
have been four–six weeks before race day.
Plan to pick up your marathon race pack in
person during the week leading up to the
race. This is mandatory and completed at
the ExCel Centre. Take time to enjoy your
first experience of being with other runners
registering and soak up the atmosphere.
This is the start of the build-up of one of
your greatest experiences in your life.
Use your training plan to determine your
approach on race day. Decide what to eat
and drink in the 24 hours before as well as
what you need to wear and take with you
on the day. Have a carbohydrate-based
meal the night before but don’t overeat.
Something like pasta is a good choice. Take
steps to avoid illness in the week before the
race. Stay well hydrated and don’t drink too
much alcohol.

Charge your phone/iPod but think about
whether you are going to take it or not – the
support can be so loud it is difficult to hear
it. You may enjoy the experience more by
soaking up the atmosphere.
Understand where on the route you are
hoping to be and when and let your
supporters know. Find out where they will
be so you can look out for them. After a few
hours running, you’ll be glad of the support
and encouragement.

Race day
Arrive at the start in plenty of time. Check
where the start position is, where the toilets
are, where to put your bags. It may be cold
at the start so have layers that you can
discard after the start line – bin liners with
armholes cut in work well!
Be careful of an adrenalin rush. Too much
speed initially will cost you much more time
later on. Try to stick to your personal plan.
Use all the aid stations. Drink a few
mouthfuls at each one.
Enjoy the day. The support is incredible.
The experience is fabulous. Keep smiling
and remember that you are running to
change the future for vulnerable children.

Running a marathon is stressful without
adding problems you can avoid. Be well
organised. Read all the race instructions.
Make sure you have your timing chips and
race number – you will pick these up at the
ExCel Centre with your race pack. Ensure
you have the journey or accommodation
booked in advance. Get all your kit ready
including trainers and accessories. Try to
minimise what you are taking. The bag will
seem heavier after 26.2 miles and then they
give you a goody bag and medal, so it will
be heavier still!

Marathon training guide
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About
Personal Touch Fitness are pleased to be supporting
The Children’s Society and help bring awareness to
the plight of vulnerable and disadvantaged children
in this country. PTF have written this guide to assist
anyone of any fitness level to complete one of the
greatest races in the world. The sponsorship raised
will make a positive difference and change the lives
of many at risk young people.

www.personaltouchfitness.co.uk
0844 344 0034
enquiries@personaltouchfitness.co.uk

About The Children’s Society
The Children’s Society wants to create a world where all
children and young people are respected, valued and
heard. We believe that childhood should be happy and
that young people deserve to reach their full potential.
That’s why we work with children who have nowhere else
to turn. We protect young runaways from the dangers
of life on the street. We give disabled children a voice
and more control over their lives. Our work helps young
refugees start afresh in new communities, and gives
young carers time and energy to enjoy their childhood.
Through our campaigns and research, we seek to
influence policy and perceptions at all levels so young
people have a better chance in life.
The difference we make to children’s lives would not
happen without the support of people like you. Help us
build a better childhood for every child.
If you would like to find out more about supporting our
work, please visit our website or contact us.

www.childrenssociety.org.uk
0300 303 7000
supportercare@childrenssociety.org.uk
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